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THE
LISTENING
POST
• For the past two or three
'weeks the Old Listening Post has
been turning back the pages of
time to a period almost ten years
or more gone. I Confess that some
of the experiences have not been,
enjoyable, but there have been a
few times when I was pleased at
discovering that fingers had not
lost their former cunning. On the
whole. I guess would prefer not
to relearn these old things, but
there is a sort of pride that I can
still do certain things.
• • •
• For the past sisteen years I
have been depending on Factotum
for certain things. Now Factotum
is and was a slender reed on which
•
Board 'fill Freeze Vital Workers
In Effort To Stop Pirating Of
Kcy Men In Needed War Works
New Policy Is Aimed At Keeping
Material Rolling Steadily
THOMAS PrITMAN, 23,
KILLED IN VIRGINIA
Is son Of Former Fulton Residents
War
Washington, —The, war man-
power commission derided today
to "freeze" workers in critical war
industries to their present jobs, to
prevent "labor pirating."
A commission spokesman said
that in the futuse an employe in
such a critical industry would be
unable to change jobs without ap-
proval of the United States Employ-
ment Service.
The policy will become effective.,to lean many times and a lot of Pittman was an electrical engineer according to an announcement, astimes the reed broke. Yet, by and in a defense plant there, but no soon as the proper directive canlarge, he mastered certain simple particulars of his death have been be dratted.things, which required no straining learned a. yet. 
Asked how it could be enforced.of thinking processes and kept He is R nephew of Mrs. Joe Ben- the spokesman said the control Ithose things in mind. He also was nett, Mrs. H. T. Smith and Mrs. T. could be operated through contrac-tible to do a lot of lifting, and here N. Fields of this city. tors with the war production M-I confess I am not making any The Pittmans, who formerly lie-(dustries.great progress in relearning. Time ed in Fulton. were transferred from
was when I thought little of lift- Water Valley. Miss., several months The "pirating of labor," especiallying heavy weights; in fact, in far ago to Waterloo. Iowa. Mr. Pittman through offer of larger wages, wasyounger days I used to take pride is a division entilneer on the 1111- reported to have become acute.in seeing how much I could lift. non Central. This is especially true, the spokes-The past fifteen years have been1 The sympathy of the ehtire corn- man said. in the aircraft industry.spent in lifting as little as pos- mutiny goes out to the bereaved There was no immediate estimateSible, and if the burden weighed parents in the tragic death of tf the number of workers whoMore than a few ounces I called on their son. Mrs. Pittman was en- would be affected, but it was ex-Factotum to give of his large back route to Memphis, when the mes- Pected to run into hundreds ofmuscles. sage was received. thousands if not millions.
• • • The policy will become effectiee.iterday by adopting a niotion to lay in the month of July alone.• Those things must be done,1 he told newsmen, as soon as the the question aside "for further con- Starting in that month, the tree-however, when the need arises, and Middle Road News proper 'directives can be drafted, sideration.s sury hopes to sell that many bondsso for the past three weeks I have 
"which means immediately." Many members expreesed belief every month.been traveling the road I once 
Benjamin H. Namm of Brooklyn
London SI VS Germans Use
3,000-Ton Subs Against U. S.
London, —The Germans have de- submarines the Nazis hope to pin
veloped huge 3,000-inn submarines the balance of the United States
carrying two eight-Inch guns and naval forces in home waters and
fourteen torpedoes for long-range prepare the way for blows at Brit-
raiding and are believed sending fish seapower in the Northern and
them in relays to harry the east- Mediterranean Seas.
ern coast of North America. re- Jane's authoritative shipping
ports from the continest declared guide lists British submarines with
today. nnages ims_te 2,723 tons of the
Naval circles here slid the re- Seven class. The riff 'Wd States. ac=
ports of the new iubmarines are cording to Jane's, Las submarines
"perfectly feasible." up to 2.506 tons.
However, the average tonnageThe tl-boats were ,d to have
nets of the world's submarines runsa surface speed of e. eiity k
and a submerged speed of eleven from 1•000 to 1'8".
The world's largest submarine
was the French Surcouf, 4.304
It was said here that through tons, which has been reported
the tactics of sending relays of lost.
knots.
WITIIOLDING
TAX STAITEll
IN COM ‘11TTF.E
SPECIAL TIME IS
SET ASIDE FOR
WAR BOND SALES
No Agreement Has Yet Been Reach- Stores Will Sell Nothing But Bonds
ed On Proposal For Quarter Hour
Believe Allies Now Planning
For Second Front To Strike
Against Germany From West
American Gimmander Of Supplies Now
Conferring In London
DEPENDENCY
------ PAY-APPROVED
BY COMMITTEE
U. ft. Men Is Service Each Would
Contribute
London, —Two of the chiefs of
the U. S. Army's three commands
conferred with their Brinell coun-
terparts tonight, and informed
observers believed that plans for
an invasion of the continent as
well as a vast air Assault on Ger-
many were being advanced.
Washington, — Legislation set- The arrival today of Lieut. Gen,
ting up a system of allowances for Brehon B. Somervell commandingdependents of men in the armed general of the U. S. Army service
forces and authorizing the estab- of supply, virtually completed aliehment of categories of depend- war council which these observers
ency for draft deferment purposes, declared is the "prelude to a vast
was approved unanimously today increase of American ground forcesby the Senate Military Affairs to give the Allies immediate, over-Committee.
The allowance plan calls for con-
tributions from the government
and service men. A wife would re-
ceive $211 monthly from the govern-
ment: a wife and a child, $40: a
child, no wife, $20; two children, with such world-wide coordinating
dniovo%reledfe., $2$300. 
and a former wife, efforts as a joint smash at thejJapanese from India and blocking
The government would contri- lof an Axis offensive in Africa.bute $10 monthly for each addi- Somerveles arrival followed thetional child above the MO allow- appearance yesterday of Lieut.lime for a wife and child. Gen. Henry H. Arnold, chief of the
U.S. Army air forces. This left only
"Class B" Gets 15. 
,Lieut. Gen. Lesley J. McNair, corn-These payments would ix aug- 
'mender of the ground forces, outmented by $22 monthly from the of the circle, but the presence ofpay of the service men for the Maj. Olen. Dwight D. Eisenhower,above class of dependents and ad- head of the operations divisions,ditional $5 monthly for "Class B" seemed to assure that land as well
'Mr. and Mrs. T. H. McMurry were The policy could be enforced, the the action meant Only that the
lin Hickman' Sunday visiting Graf- spokesman emphasized, through committee could not immediately and G. Ray Scheaffer of Chicago, dependents—grandparents. parents, 
knew quite well. I have even taken I 
as air plans were afoot.
up something which I never did
before. That is casting. Presuming i trey McMurry who is to leave this
week for military traintue 
war contracts, but he expressed an foresee a solution $0 the numerous heads of retailers' group, explain- mothers and sisters.opinion that "employers will 'go ramifications of a ”pay-as-you-go ed the plan at a press conference. VIIH1.1Ciwlarpkr,echief 
v.o. 
of staff 
M a, 0. fOtehne. 
Army
Mark 
The government would contri-
that the reader will know little or • 
-' along and we ao not think compul- collection program, but one saki They displayed thousands of tele- 
ground forces, Rear Admiral John
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. McGehee and 
b te $15 thlnothing about this matter I appenda brief explanation. Casting in amass. Tor in, dcpariciit:dief rnavaeal 
Generals
sro-brief is the matter of taking a 
Leroy Lutee. Charles 3. Gross and
piece of cardboard, called a "mat" 
%Milani (7. Lee who accompanied
and making a metal cust from that 
Somervell,cardboard which can be reproduc- 
Thil congregation of detail men
ed in this newspaper. Thts involves 
followed closely upon the recent
7'liomas Pittman, 23-year-old
son of Mr. ant Mrs. T. M. Pittman
of Waterloo, Iowa, was killed yes-
terday afternoon in Hampton, Va.,
according to a message received by
relatives here yesterday. Young
Washington, —The administra-
tion's drive to collect income taxes
at the source was stalled tem-
porarily at least today with the
House ways and means commit-
tee members divided on the ques-
tion and not certain alien it might retailers advisory committee of the
reach a vote, treasury to signalise the opening
After three days Of debate, the of the treasury's campaign to sell
committee averted a showdown yes- 11.000,000.000 worth of War Bonds
Washington, —You won't be able
to buy anything but War Bonds
and Stamps in the stores from noon
to 1215 p, m. on July I.,
This suspension of normal busi-
ness was arranged today by the
family spent Sunday in Hickman. privately that the whhtle it.lea might grams from stores pledging coop-
1 ee for a dependent
can will be neeeseary.
Those attending the canning The commission also took fur- eration. $26 for the support of two depend-.demonstration at Cayce Monthp ther steps to make certain that men 
be dropped.
I
were the Mesdames L. Y. Shuck irreplaceable n war production 
The treasury had suggested that The Orr ss to ring all the bells, ent parents and $5 for the support
John WilsOn, J. B. McGehee. C. G. may be deferred from the draft and deducted periodically from payrolls all the other noise pos.,...ble at noon monthly ceiling of $50 would be
10 per cent of taxable income be sound all ..rie factory wessties. make tot other "Class B" dependents. A
McMurry, Thigh Carrigan and Miss remain at their work benches, and from bond interest and divi- July 1 and then stop all commer- ,placed over the allowance for alla small stove, a large metal pot, Alice Sowell. Preliminary plans were drawn dends, the deductions to be applied dal senile for 15 Minutes while dependents in this class.Some reported that their cotton for a classification of war plants, to the regular March 15 income tax War Bonds and Stamps are bought! The measure gives the selective vt of chief of staff General'
a ladle and a box of metal called a is dying on account of the cool according to their urgency, and for bills. 
,,, ,George C. Marshall.
Some members said that the so- 
deliver radio sales talks which will .et up categories for men with 
and the Governors of all the states system broad authority 
—}
One sorurarclie
casting box. The trick is to firmly
s, emrtprhraosbizielimigs Indira-
with 
weather. a system of manpower priorities tolock the mat into the casting box,
Patsy Ruth McMurry spent the assure the critical plants ample dependents eligible for induction!
an opening at the top and
week-end with her aunt, Mrs. Hun- supplies of skilled labor. called "withholding talc did 
not be broadcast in most stores.
into the nation's fighting forces., tions that American and British
then pour white-hot metal into 
efforts were not being concentrated
ter Coruni and Nancy. come to a vote yesterday because, During the rest of July the re- Under the bill, draft authorities1
that opening until the thing Is Mr. and Mrs. C. G. MeMiirry primarily, the whole tax program Milers plan a vast program of would be empowered to defer men Ion air operations alone. said: "Be-
fitted. Then, if all has gone well,
were in Fulton last week visiting APPRFATVTION DINNER has not been formulated and it newspaper, radio and magazine ad- who are financially able to sup- cause 
are
ee mtechnical transportple  
the 
A rnpreort
after a few minutes the box can friends.
FOR BASEBALL PLAYERS would be difficult to tell how heav- vertisIng, elaborate window displays, port their dependents without re- I Amen-
be opened and therein will be found 
can air effort will start first, but
Several attended the Quarterly Hy a 10 per cent deduction might special sales booths, public rallies gard to army pay.a cast which can be placed In the 
when the time comes we are goingFriday. honor guests at an Appreciation 
fall on low incomes.
They reported. too, that although Namm said that each retail store
and other promotion activities.
to be ready to hit on land lust as
forms of a newspaper and printed. meeting at Salem Methodist church The Fulton Tigers will be the
I never did any casting in my life, 
GIRL SCOUT NEWS hard or harder than we do in the
but had watched the Job in daily We are urging everybody be sell Dinner Sunday night, May 31. at the treasury originally advocated It! would try to sell enough War Bonds
operation for years and naturally , all of their scrap iron and rubber 6.30 at e Rainbowroom given as an inflation deterrent. other and Stamps to equal 4 per cent of air."
knew the process from observe- and buy stamps and bonds. had said that its July business. 
—sociation. 
_ 
government officisis
the program could not be placed In
by the local fans and baseball as We opened our meeting with two
verses of "The Star Spangled Ban- EXTRA SPECIAL SERVICE AT
tion. I 'thought. too, that I had at
All persons desiring to attend are operation until about Jan. 1. ner." the Girl Scout Promise and THE CHURCH OF THE NAZARENEGIRI.S SEND SOLDIER Deiced to buy tickets from Carter 
 
POST-WAR CHRISTIAN the pledge to the flag. The minutes Beginning tOday, promptly at
least as much intelligence as those
LETTER 1,942 FEET LONG Olive. I WORLI) NECESSARY were read by Mary Lee Haws and 7:30 p. m. and continuing each
who do casting. So I bought a pair
Camp Robinson, Ark. — When 
1 HOSPITAL NEWS 11
The roll was called and dues col- out the protracted services. Rev.
of cotton gloves and started to 
evening at the same hour through-
work. The gloves are worn in order SAYRE ASSER'TS there were no corrections.
that handling hot metal and hot 
TIGERS RELEASE Tells Convention Underlying Faiths iected. We then discussed the col- Roy Bettcher, of national renown
Pvt. Edward R. Temple says he re-
friends in his home town of Long- 
Fulton Hospitalbearers may not do more than sear ceived a long letter from girl PITCHER YESTERDAY Are Broken Down lection of our Defense Boxes. Our on Bible Prophesy will deliver .a 30
view, Texas, he means just that. Guy Davis, left-handed pitcher 
0. C. Henry, Hickman, was ad-
ject. Preparations of a bicycle portent and most discussed subject
the hands. Touching any part of 
trip to Columbus was our next sub- minute discourse on this very im-
Ile has a fifty-pound letter, who has been with the Tigers since 
!Tinted for treatment yesterday. He
Milwaukee, —A new world built
hike next Monday at 3 o'clock were in the world today. This is an
a casting pot, after it has been
1.942 feet long. to which about 150,the beginning of the season. 
was is slightly improved today.
Mrs. A. W. Henry is getting along on'' fundamentals of Christian
made. The meeting was adjourned opportunity you can not afford to
warmed with large doses of molten
metal will produce large and en-
girl high school graduates contri-Ireleased yesterday. Davis left yes- 
nicely, brotherhood taught by Christ is
and pictures were taken by Joan Miss. The BIBLE only, is his text
thusiastic blisters on the bare
hands.
buted, on two rollers. 1 terday for Hopkinsville where he 
Mrs. Fred Ilarrison, Route 3. the "only kind of a world that will
book. Regular evangelistic services• • • Private Temple promises to make' will join up with Mike Powers and 
prevent a repetition of the present McCollum.
Scribe, Helen Shelton continue at 8 p. m.
• Well, I whipped tnat Job from 
Hickman. is improving.
United States high commissioner 
"Part" of it public when he read!the Bowling Green Herons. who 
Mrs. Patton Godfrey of Louisville, universal agony." Francis B. Sayre,
the start. The first cast I tried was its Is doIng fine.
Dixie Robinson is getting along to the Philippine Islands asserted
are -playing there.
as good an any ever made, and 
—_ today. U. S. Resourcefulness Easeswhile I fail now and then, I know nicLe.iyA. Pewitt continues to improve. Recounting scenes of suffering hethat every other caster also makes Congress Shows Opposition To had seen at Bataan andfailures everyevery once in so often. I D. R. Meredith is better.
dor. Sayre, in an address prepared Sting Of Losing Raw Materialsreally believe that I will be able to Ed Wade is doing nicely.Mrs. Luten Briggs and baby of for the General Assembly of themake a pretty good stereotyper out Draft Youths Of Lower Ages Presbyterian Church, asked "Is allof myself, and at long last I am Hickman are doing fine.Glenn Carver, RFD 6, was ad- that to be in vain?"learning a new trade. 
mitted for treatment of snake bite. "I watched our troops when al/ New York. —American ingenuity ponger causes us any worry.• • • Leon Rushton and Nell Rushton the earth around them was rocking is gradually freeing the country Practically every natural perfume• Then there is the Matter of Washington. —Strong bi-partisan and compelling reasons- why underwent tonsillectomies this from exploding bombs and shells, from dependence on certain raw oil that we formerly got from themailing and wrapping. We do not opposition developed today against younger men should be brought in- morning, bravely standing by their guns and materials usually obtained from Far East has now been replacedhave any great number of papers any move In Congress to draft men to the service, he doubted that any flaws Clink taking it," he said. "doing through areas now controlled by the Japa- with a synthetic.which are mailed, but it is n chore in the 18-19 year age classes for good purpose would be served by miss na Caldwell Is getting along the hospital I have seen their wan nest'. George S. Brady of the Of- "South and Central Americanwhich takes a little time, and not military service. Interupting their schooling or tak- nicely, faces lighting tip with a smile as flee of Imports Hoard of Econo- countries comprise a veritablefor twenty or thirty years had I Senator Hill of Alabama, the big them out of essential jobs. Mrs. B. K. Boyd is improving. I approached, putting up a brave trite Warfare told the National As- storehouse of trees and plants yield-done what is called "wrapping Democratic whip, declared he would Senator Taft (R.-Ohloi said he Mrs. Lola }toward is getting front still. lactation of Purchasing agents to- Mg food oils, paint oils and meth-singles." This means wrapping oppose any change of this nature thought there would be little to be along nicely. "I have seen them so badly burn- day- cinal products."copies of the Leerier into wrappers in the Selective Service Act—a gained, as far as the osee-all war miss sissie Langford remains ed that you could not tell whether "The chemical industry during Brady said, however, not to "es-which carry the address of a sub- change which the Army was re- effort seas concerned, by placing about the smile their skins were white or black . . the last year has been outatand- pert too much from synthetic rub-scriber. We have quite a lot of these, ported preparing to request. . these youngsters in the military Mrs. Lawrence Shelton is improv- their spirit was magnifklent" ing with new and substitute ma- bee."for many copies of the paper now At the same time, Senator Mc- ranks." ing. War and savagery have engulfed terials." Brady, chief of the Board's It is better than natural rubbergo to men in the armed services, Nary of Oregon. the Republican "These boys could be used In fac- Mrs. will Lewis is about the same, the world before. Sayre declared materials Statistics Division, said, for certain Uses but It will not ro-und many former Fulton citizens leader. predicted that any such tortes, releasing somewhat older Arthur Glass is Improving. "but never before—at least for 15 "Out of the common resin in tur- place natural rubber completely,"still subscribe for the home town proposal would be certain to arouse men for service, keeping the man_ Lucian Nanney is about the centuries—has there been such a pentine we now have a series of he said. "Alternate natural rubberspaper. Years ago I was a crack lengthy controversy In the Senate, power level Matt," he said. "Of same, world-wide breakdown of our un- synthetic resins that do a good job such as guayule and chrysil havewrapper of these, and it pleased which once voted to draft 19 Year course, if the Army Atm it must may Murphy is getting along denying faiths, of our standards of replacement of the various yarn- good possibilities."me too see how the touch came olds but subsequently compromised have them, then it must. But if nicely, of moral values, of directing pun- ish gums and resins that the Japs I oIren wheis aorephithiozuti, artaillywithitald,the Vilt-pgs.
grab a paper loosely in his hands present minimum. many of them who will never finish nicely. 
took from us in the Far East.
"We, are now independent of sent effort, will be tido, al
back. Factotum's method was to with the House on 20 years, the they are taken now, there will be Mayme Kemp is getting along purse in our lives."
(Poothonod on Togo Two) Department presented some "strong la good thing for the future." subscription. •
Now is a good time to renew Wen the camphor and menthol from and magnesium is obilitsiiii
Japan. Far liastern tung cAl no other materials', even it1;00104:t.
Hill said that unless the War their education and that will not be Mary Tyler is improving.
Effie House is imputing.
' lefili':-
''z.
wheiming local superiority in men
and equipment for an invasion of
the continent."
Joint Smash
It was understood that the con-
ferences may also be concerned
•
et;f.
1. GE FOUR
The Tigers climbed back into thel
Lop ring of the Kitty League last
night by whipping Owensboro 11 to
6, while Union City was trimming
Bowling Green. This put the Tigers
back into the lead by a bare half
game.
Tommy Thommasson was on the
hill here last night and only time-
ly hitting and bad playing by the
Oilers enabled Tommy to notch a
victory. The Tigers right hander
was lacking in control and a guy
named Pesci). Oiler second base-
man, banged him for five hits out
of five efforts Thommasson gave a
total of eleven hits and at times
these We're bunched rather closely.
However, when the Tigers hit
lustily in the first and second
frames, and also took advantage of
some louse ouet.klas._ they gave
the local hurler a nine-run lead
which proved ample. Most of the
runs were scored off Lefty Vande-
walker, and after Shimkus came in
the Tigers found it hard to bunch
-hits with any great success.
Both teams played loosely afield,
with Feret having three errors at
first and Lis two at the plate. The
Oilers bobbled four times and their
misplays were all costly. Managed
Mullen experimented with a shifted
lineup last night. Feret and Pavoris
changing places at first and third.
While Feret was charged with three
errors, he made one dan.ling play
which cut down a certain double
and made some other nice plays
around the first sack. PavorLs had
few chances at third, but handled
himself nicely there. He has been
wanting to play there to ra long
wanting to play there for a long
a good man for the hot corner.
Dave Derrick also played a brill-
iant game at short, fielding two
blasts that were labelled certain
hits. He handled six chances flaw-
least/ and all were hard. Peterson
In right made one spectacular
catch uganst the fence, and Joe
Pollock shot down one Oiler with a
great throw to the plate. That
saved a Certain run and retired the
side. Peterson led the Tigers in
hitting with three blows.
The two clubs are tangling again
tonight at eight o'clock.
STANDINGS
Teain7 W. L. Pct.
FUi.TON  2s zoo
Bowling Green  11 3 .786
Jackson  8 5 .615
Hopkinsville  7 9 .438
Union City  3 12 .200
Owensboro _ 12 .200
YESTERDAY'S RESULTS
Union City 4, Bowling Green 2.
Fulton 11. Owensboro 6.
Jackson 8, Hopkinsville 7.
TODAY'S GAMES
Hopksisville at Jackson
Owensboro at Fulton
Bowling Green at Union City.
White sho.r.-s in a veiny
style-, suitable ix every ooa-
sion arc now avaiLible is all
sues Como in ...awl while our
stocks arc complete.
-
FRY'S SHOE STORE
BOX SCORE
Owensboro ab. r. b. o. a.
Pesci), 2b 5 2 5 2 1
McGee, ss. 4 2 2 2 1
Wilson, cf 4 0 0 2 0
&Wile, If. 5 0 0 2 0
DiC'sre, lb. _. 4 1 2 8 1
Skaggs, c. 5 0 0 6 1
rf. 4 1 U 1 0
Sh'han, 3b. 4 0 1 0 2
V'nwkr, p. 6 0 0 0 1
Skimit's, p. 3 0 1 1 1
— — - -- 
—
Totals  38 6 11 21 8
Fulton &b. r. h. o. a.
Pollock, cf. 6 0 2 4 1
Derrick, as. 4 3 1 3 2
Faudem, If. 2 2 1 2 0
Peterson, rf. 5 2 3 1 0
Mullen, 2b. 3 3 1 0 2
Feret, lb. 5 0 2 7 0
Pavoris SIN --.L5 0 1 0 I
Lis, c.__4 4 0 0 10 0
Thommaassia„ p. 3 1 0 0 1
Totals  " 37 11 11 27 7
Owensboro ..___ 200 120 010— 6
Fulton  450 100 10x -11
Summary: Errors — Peret 3, Lis
2, Pesco, McGee 3, Sheehan. Runs
batted in--Wilson, Peterson 4, Fer-
et 4, Pavoris 3, Sheehan. DiCesare
2, McGee. Two base hits- -Pollock,
DiCesare Stolen buses - McGee,
Feret. Sacrifice hit—Thommasson.
Double play- -McGee to DiCesare.
Lett on bases—Off Vanderwalker
4, off Thommasson 4, off Skimks 4.
Struck out-- By Vanderwalker 0,
by Thommasson 9, by Skimks 6.
Hits — Off Vanderwalker in 1 1-3
innings 4: off Thommasson in 9
Innings 11; off Skitniks in 6 2-3 in-
nnigs 7. lilt by pitcher--By Thom-
mas.son lSabetella I. Wild pitch —
Skimks. Winning pitcher -Thom-
masson. Losing pitcher—Vander-
walker. Umpires- Beggs and Hall
Time- -2:30.
TRANSPORTATION
SITUATION TO BE
OUTLINED, AT MEE1
Regional Meeting To Start
In Cincinnati
Louisville, Ky., —F. S. Crawford,
field manager of the Louisville Of-
fice of Defense Transportation, an-
nounced today that a regional
meeting would be held Monday
night, May 18. in Cincinnati, at permitted no one to enter except
which the defense transportation by special pass.
would be outlined.
Crawford said the Office of De-
fense Transportation, in connec-
tion with the Office of Price Admin-
istration, has arranged the meeting
at the roof garden of the Gibson
Hotel in Cincinnati. He said Di-
rector John L. Rogers of the Di-
vision of Motor Transport, Office
of Defense Transportation, and Dr.
Charles F. Phillips, acting chief,
tire rationing division, Office of
Price Administration, -will bring a
program of information with re-
spect to our transportation situa-
tion as it exists today, particularly
from the standpoint of motor
transportation."
Crawford added:
"This meeting is designs...,
seminate to operators of •
tiusks and buses, tire dealers, puii-
lice officials, and others who nave
more than an ordinary interest in
such matters, information winch
will tend to correct much misun-
derstanding now existing with re-
spect to the supply of rubber and
motor vehicles and the conditions
which confront the country in is
effort to secure maximum
of its domestic transportation
facilities for the successful prose-
cution of the war."
it' I. • ttASh
mission, but Axis naval action
against the Russians in the Black
Sea, logically could be involved
SHORTER SHIRTS, SANS
POCKETS, ARE INDICATED
Washington, —The war threaten-
ed today to cut a few inches off
the male population's shirt tails.
It won't change the looks of the
average shirt, but the War Produc-
tion Board hopes it will save mil-
lions of yards of cloth annually.
Among other proposals discuss-
ed today to save cloth were plena
to eliminate all pockets on formal
shirts and leave only one on sports
ahirta. Buttons also would be limit-
ed.
Stanley Marcus, chief of the
SEARCH FOR CURRENCY
CONTINUED IN HOME
Partial Wm king Of Treasure
Illsose Is Ordered
HorneavUle. Mo.. —Wrecking at
least part of the 18-room home of
the eccentric Ur. F. Kinsolving who
died May 5 was ordered Friday by
trustees after currency, silver and
valuable papers totaling nearly
$250,000 had been found.
Some of Ow motley was hi tin
boxes and other containers secret-
ed in the walls of the basement
which comprised the museum of
the home of the wealthy doctor.
More than $250 was found in small
bills here and there in books in the
doctor's executive technical library.
In the belief that additional
money and papers will be found,
those in charge have ordered the
walls dug into and possible entire
wrecking of the large home.
Most of the bills were the old
style large ones and many of the
checks and county warrants for
$600 was Issued in 1929.
The searchers also announced
Friday they found 40 used truck
tires, all In good condition, in the
building. Bones of an animal
Today aimed by the doctor to have been
a dinosaur found on one of his
farms years ago and other of his
many relics were piled in the mas-
sive front yard of the home Friday
as the treasure hunt continued.
So great ails interest in this sec-
tion a heavy guard was placed
around the property Friday and
NAZI NAV IL CHIEF
ARRIVES IN BUDAPEST
-----
Rome -I &and Admkal Erich
Raeder, commander-in-chief of
the Gerin in Navy, has arrived in
Budapest Hungary, heading an
"import aht" German naval delega-
tion. a Stefani news agency dis-
patch said last night
The d. patch did not suggest the
possible nature of the delegation's
YOU CAN BORROW $50
If you can repay
Time's Low Repayment Table
Cash you 'Payment Including
Borrow Principal and Int.
$ 50 Repay  $1.00 week
$100  Repay  $2.00 week
$200___.. Repay  $3.94 week
, $300 . Repay  $5.80 week
: 'Based in 15 month plan.
. Borrow Niftly, simply, easily on
YOUR siinature, furniture, auto or
, livestock.
!A Service Used and Approved BY
Thonsands
WHEN ITT TIME FOR ALOAN
SKE—
SAVES SUGAR BY GOING j
FISHING
Sebring, Fla., —customers found
this sign on the door of Anvil
Muff's bakery today: "Closed for
one week to conserve sugar and
also to catch up on our fishing." '
DON'T LET MISTAKES HAPPEN!
p Pennsylvania Oil
E )L, :4E TIJ !UUR
CITY MOTOR COMPANY
Lae Street
•
FULTON PU MILK CO.*
Ae WINS
114 A WALK!
WHY NOT?
ETV ALWAYS
THRFAVerrit,
MERIT LOAN SYSTEM
The Franklin Plan Merit Loan Sys-
tent offer. available rash credit up to
WO to hueband and wife or single
persons with inconiu that will qualify
ON JUST
YOUR PLAIN NOTE
TO APPLY—You may ma any of
the three Ways. You are under no
obligation if you do not take • loan.
1. You may telephone or and tell
be of your money need,.
2. You INa. eut Ws of out—welt•
your name and address on It- -
and has mall It to us.
2. Or call at office sonveMenthe
located. Private corwiiitation
FRANKLIN
SECURITY CO.
hoinrwwated
11•••• 205-6 Taylor Bids.
5.510 410 arse Entroww—Plions 54.1
Ikg.ntelte, Dry. Sten Coiner
PADUCAH. KENTUCKY
In,..,. win ..... arrsnned in or within
*Hy Wins el
W. P. B. clothing section, made the
suggestions at a meeting with the
shirt manufacturers industry ad-
visory committee. They are expect-
ed to be incorporated in a formal
order soon.
EDWARDS
FOOD STORE
Home of Quality
Foods
-Free Delivery-
204 Main - TeL 199
SPA.)
GIFT HEADWAITERS
SMART PYREX SAUCEPANS
A complete set sill make her
cooking easier Modern foe!.
saving design Won't stain.
Ez.sy to wash Handles remove
for serving. storwge. In I.
I 2 qt. sixes. One sia3
quart 
A gift she'll use a dozen ways.
Holds • good-sized roast with
b vegetables. Save
by serving in same dish the
meal was rooked in 5fx,
size 
REDNARKED
MEASURING CUPS
sr-t of 4 needed in every mod•
ern kitchen. Siees—qu•rt. •
pint, and cup liquid. cup dry. • •
PermAnent red markings make - -
reading easy. Prices illy
NEW MATCHED
• MIXING BOWL SET
Designed for easy mixing by
hand beater or electric miner
Grand for baking mound cakes
• Attractive for serving salads.
desserts right at the dm
table Set of 3. only CI erri-
A. HUDDLESTON & COMP
• • and note! for those
TITO
HOPE CHEST
The Girl Graduate
and the Spring [lade
... will never forget her Great Day if
you will send her this LANE Cedar
'Chest with the automatic tray! The spring
special is a most outstanding value!
Sio tiny Special'
This graceful
modern Chest irs
richly matched
American Black
1Valnut will be
her cherished
Gift always!
Convenient Teem!
MOTOR OIL . LUBRICANTS
PUCKETT'S D.-X. SERVICE STATION
West State Line
TIME
. 
Ilseavaseraw•O
122 So St. Phone 22
Mayfield, Ky.
Have your lawn mower
sharpened by a man that
know bow. Ground on a
machine that makes
them mut and rut like
new. 35 years experi-
ence.
T. M. EXUM
320 Walnut Street
1 4
ht. 
B U Y
War Bonds and
Stamps
b---
For Fulton First and Always.
• 1:
-.a... Aar-.
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For Forty-Three Years Falton's Dully Newspaper
For Fulton First and Always.
ESTABLISHED-1898. Fulton, 
Kentucky, Thureday %ft' moon, May 28, 1942.
Volume Xl.111.—No. 125.
THE
LISTENING
POST
1
4I For the past two or three
'weeks the Old Listening Post has
been turning back the pages of
time to a period almost ten years
or more gone. I confess that some
of the experiences have not been,
enjoyable, but there have been a
few times when I was pleased at
discovering that fingers had not
lost their former cunning. On the
whole, I guess would prefer not
to relearn these old things, but
there is a sort of pride that I can
still do certain things.
• • •
• For the past sisteen years I
have been depending on Factotum
for certain things. Now Factotum
Is and was a slender reed on which
things, which required no straining
of thinking processes and kept
those things in mind. He also was
able to do a lot of lifting, and here
I confess I am not making any
great progress in relearning. Time
was when I thought little of lift-
ing heavy weights: in fact, in far
younger days I used to take pride
Board Will Freeze Vital Workers
In Effort To Stop Pirating Of
, Key Men In Needed War Works
New Policy Is Aimed At Keeping War
Material Rollin., Steadily
THOMAS MTMAN, 23,
'KILLED IN VIRGINIA
Is Son Of Former Fulton Residents
Washington, —The. war man-
power commission decided today
to "freeze" workers in critical war
industrlem to their present jobs, to
prevent "labor pirating."
A commission spokesman said
that in the tutus. an employe in
such a critical industry would be
unable to change jobs without ap-
proval of the United States Employ-
ment Service.
The policy will become effective,
to lean many times and a lot of Pittman was an electrical engineer according to an announcement, as
times the reed broke. Yet, by and in a defense plant there, but no soon as the proper directive can
large, he mastered certain simple particulars of his death have been be drafted,
learned as yet. A.sked how it could be enforced,
He is a nephew of Mrs. Joe Ben- the spokesman said the control!
nett. Mrs. H. T. Smith and Mrs. T. could be operated through contrac-
N. Fields of this city. tors with the war production in-
The Pittmans, who formerly liv- dustries.
ed in Fulton. were transferred from
Water Valley, Miss., several months The "pirating of labor," especially
ago to Waterloo. Iowa. Mr. Pittman through offer of larger wages. was
Ls a division engineer on the 1111- reported to have become acute.
Thomas Pittman. 23-year-old
son of Mr. ang Mrs. T. M. Pittman
of Waterloo, Iowa, was killed yes-
terday afternoon in Hampton, Va.,
according to a message received by
relatives here yesterday. Young
in seeing how much I could lift. nois Central. Thi
s is especially true, the spokes-
The past fifteen years have been The sympathy of the entire mom- man sai
d, In the aircraft industry.
spent in lifting as little as pos- munity goes out to the bereaved Th
ere was no immediate estimate
sible, and if the burden weighed parents in the tragic. death Of tf t
he number of workers who
more than a few Ounces I called on their son. Mrs. Pittman was en- would b
e affected, but it was ex-
Factoturn to give of his large back route to Memphis, when the mes- pected t
o run into hundreds of
muscles. sage was received, thousands if 
not millions.
• • •
• Those things must be done,
however, when the need arise, and Middle Road News
so for the past three weeks I have
been traveling the road I once
London Savs Germans Use
3,000-Ton Subs Against U. S.
veloped huge 3,000-'on submarines the balance of the United States
London, —The Germans have de- !submarines the Nazis hope to pin
carrying two eight -inch guns and naval forces in home waters and
fourteen torpedoes for long-range
raiding and are belieced sending
them in relays to harry the east-
ern coast of North America. re-
ports from the coritinei t declared
today.
Naval circlet here the re-
ports of the new tubniarines are
"perfectly feasible."
The U-boats wer. said to have
a surface speed of twenty knots
and a submerged speed of eleven
knots.
It was said here that through
prepare the way for blows at Brit-
ish seapower in the Northern and
Mediterranean Seas.
Jane's authoritative shipping
guide lists British submarines with
tonnages up to 2.723 tons of the
Seven class. The United States, ac-
e-belling to Jane's, has submarines
up to 2.506 tons.
However, the average tonnage
of the world's submarines runs
from 1,000 to 1,800.
The world's largest submarine
was the French Surcouf, 4.304
tons, which has been reported
the tactics of senCmg relays of lost.
Believe Allies Now Planning
For Second Front To Strike
Against Germany From West
American Ccimmander Of Supplies Now
Conferring In London
-
a
PEPENDENCY
\ PAY APPROVED
RY----COMMITTEE-
U. S. Men Is Service Each Would
Contribute
Washington, — Legislation set-
ting up a system of allowances for
dependents of men in the armed
forces and authorizing the estab-
lishment of categories of depend-
WITHOLDING SPECIAL TIME IS
SET ASIDE FOR 
ency for draft deferment purposes
TAX STA1.I.FD was approved unanimously
 today
IN COMMITTEE WAR BOND SALES 
by the Senate Military Affairs
Committee.
The allowance plan calls for con-
tributions from the government
and service men. A wife would re-
ceive $28 monthly from the govern-
ment; a wife and a child. $40; a
child, no wife, $20; two children,
no wife. $30 and a` former wife.
divorced, $20. .Japanese from India and blocking
The government would contri- of an AxLs offensive in Africa.
bute $10 monthly for each acIdi-: Somervell's arrival followed the
tional child above the $40 allow- appearance yesterday of Lieut.
ance for a wife and child. Gen. Henry H. Arnold, chief of the
U.S. Army air forces. This left only
"Class it" Gets 96. ,Lieut. Gen. Lesley J. McNair, corn-
The policy will become effective, terday by adopting a trotInn to lay 
in the month of July alone. These payments would ix ang- 'mander of the ground forces, out
he told newsmen, as soon as the the question aside "for further con-
 Starting in that month. the trea-imented by $22 monthly from the ,of the circle, but the presence of
"which means immediately." Many members eXpressed b
elief every month.
sury hopes to sell that many bonds i pay of the service men for the
above class of dependents and ad- 
Maj. Gen. Dwight D. Eisenhower,
head of the operations divisions,proper directives can be drafted, sideration."
No Agreement Has Yet neen Reach- , Stores Will Sell Nothing But Bonds
ed On Proposal
Washington, —The administra-
tIon's drive to collect income taxes
at the source was stalled tern-
jawarily at least today with the
House ways and nines commit-
tee members divided on the ques-
tion and not certain 'Cam it might retailers advisory committee of the
reach a vote, treasury to signalize the opening
After three days Of debate, the of the treasury's campaign to sell
committee averted a chowdown yes- $1.000.000.000 worth of War Bonds
For Quarter Hour
--
-
Washington..—You won't be able
to buy anything but War Bonds
and Stamps in the stores from noon
to 12:15 p. m. on July 1.
This suspension of normal busi-
ness was arranged today by the
London, —Two of the chiefs of
the U. S. Army's three commands
conferred with their Brittsh coun-
terparts tonight, and informed
observers believed that plans for
an invasion of the continent as
well as a vast air Assault on Ger-
many were being advanced.
The arrival today of Lieut. Gen.
Brehon B. Somervell commanding
general of the U. S. Army service
of supply, virtually completed a
war council which these observers
declared is the "prelude to a vast
increase of American ground forces
to give the Allies immediate, over-
whelming local superiority in men
and equipment for an invasion of
the continent."
Joint Smash
It was understood that the con-
ferences may also be concerned
with such world-wide coordinating
efforts as a joint smash at the
. el .. . . 
The policy could be enforced. the the action meant only that the 
Benjamin H. Namm of Brooklyn ditional $5 monthly for
• 
-Clam B" seemed to assure that land as well
knew quite well. I have even taken in Hickman' Sunday visiting-Graf- 
spokesman emphasized. through committee could not Immediately
 and G. Ray Scheaffer of Chicago, dependents—grandparents, parents, .as air plans were afoot.
before. That is casting. Presuming
up something which I never did trey McMurry who is to leave this 
war contracts, but he expre.ssed an foresee a solution 10 the nume
rous!beads of retailers' group, explain-imothers and sisters. I 
W. 
__A. Clark.Iso  prcsehni 
chief 
was staffVi aj 0. fCitehne.  Markm y
week for military training. 
opinion that "employers will 'go ramifications of a 
pas-as-you-goled the plan at a press conference. The government would contri- w
. s . . . 
along and we do not think comptd- collection program, but one said
 They displayed thousands of tele-
that the reader will know little or 
ground forces Rear Admiral John
nothing about this matter I append
a brief expiariation. Casting in 
family spent Sunday in Hickman. 
Elm will be necessary." privately that the whale Idea might 
grams from stores pledging c"). iowance for a dependent
monthly
f.,,,,,,xtiH. Toweui, _chief of naval aero-
Those attending the canning The commission
 also took fur- be dropped. 
eratiOn,
demonstration at Cayce Mon dag ther steps to mak
e certain that men 
925 for the support of two depose. Mutts; a
nd 'Brigadier Generals
brief is the matter of taking a 
'Leroy Lutes, Charles J. Gross and
piece of cardboard, called a "mat" were the Mesdames L. Y. Shuck, Irreplaceable in 
war production 
The treasury had suggested that The pier .s to ring all the 
bells, ent parents and $5 for the support William C. Lee who accompanied
and making a metal cast from that John Wllson. J. B. McGehee.. C. O. may be
 deferred from the draft and 
10 per cent of taxable income be sound all .rie factory Cs:sties, m
ake of other "Class B" dependents. A Somervell.
cardboard which can be reproduc- 
deducted periodically from payrolls all the other noise poss:ble at n
oon monthly ceiling of $50 would be This congregation of detail men
McMurry. Hugh Garrigan and Miss remain at t
heir work benches.
ed in this newspaper. This involves 
land from bond interest and divi- July 1 and then stop all commer-
 placed over the allowance for all followed closely upon the recent
Alice Sowell. Preliminary plans were drawn idends, the deducti
ons to be applied ,clal seling for 15 minutes while depen
dents in this clas.s.
a small slove. a large metal pot, 
The measure  the selective visit of chief of staff Gener
al
Some reported that their cotton for a classification of war plantslto the regular Marc
h 15 income tax War Bonds and Stamps are bought;
a ladle and a box of metal called a 
to , George C. Marshall.
casting box. The trick is to firmly windy weather.
is dying on account of the cool according to their urgency, and foribills.
a system of manpower priorities to Some members said that the so- 
and the Governors of all the states service system broad authority
deliver radio sales talks which will ,et up categories for men with 
Transport 
emphasizing
  
Problems 
lock the mat into the casting box, 
dependents eligible for induction One source,
ndica-
Patsy Ruth McMurrv. spent the assure the critical plants ample 
be broadcast in most stores, tions that American and Britishinto the nation's fighting forces.
During the rest of July the re- Under the bill,- raft authorities efforts were not being
 concentrated
with an opening at e m an 
called "withholdIng tax" did not
week-end with her aunt, Mrs. Hun- supplies of skilled labor.
then pour white-hot metal into ter Corm d N. 
come to a vote yesterday because,
primarily, the whole tax program triflers plan a vast program of
has not been formulated and it newspaper, radio and magazine 
ad-
would be difficult to tell how heav- vertising. elaborate window displ
ays,
ily a /0 per rent deduction might special sales booths, public rallies
fall on low incomes, and other promotion activit
ies.
They reported. too, that although Namm said that each 
retail store
the treasury originally advocated it would try to sell enough Wa
r Bonds
as an inflation deterrent, other land Stamps to equal 4
 per cent of
government olficinis had said that 1 its July business.
the program could not be placed in
operation until about Jan. 1.
that opening until the thing Is Mr. and Mrs C. G. McMurry
filled. Then, if all has gone well, were in Fulton last week visiting APPRECIATION DINNER
FOR BASEBALL PLAYERSafter a few minutes the box can
be opened and therein will be found
a cast which can be placed in the
friends.
Several attended the Quarterly
forms of a newspaper and printed. 
meeting at Salem Methodist church The Fulton Tigers
 will be the
I never did any casting In my life. 
honor guests at an AppreciationFriday.
but had watched the job in daily We are urging every
body to sell Dinner Sunday night
, May 31, at
operation for years and naturally all of their scra
p iron and rubber 6:30 at t
he Rainbow room given
knew the process from observa- and buy s
tamps and bonds. by
 the local fans and baseball as-
Hon. I thought, too, that I had at 
sociation.
All persons desiring to attend are
least as much intelligence as those GIRLS SEND SOLDIER asked to buy tickets from Carter
who do casting. So I bought a pair LETTER 1,942 FEET LONG Olive.
of cotton gloves and started to
work. The gloves are worn in order Camp Robinson, Ark — When
that handling hot metal and hot Pvt. Edward R. Temple says he re- TIGERS RELEASE
bearers may not do more than sear ceived a long letter from girl
the hands. Touching any part of friends in his home town of Long-
a casting pot, after it has been view. Texas, he means just that. Guy Davis, left-handed pitcher
warmed with large doses of molten Ile has a fifty-pound letter, who has been with the Tigers since
metal will produce large and en- 1.942 feet long, to which about 150 the beginning of the season, was
thuslastic blisters on the bare girl high school graduates contri- released yesterday. Davis left yes-
hands, buted, on two rollers. terday for Hopkinsville where he
• • • Private Temple promises to make will Join up with Mike Powers and
"part" of it public when he read the Bowling Green Barons, who
It. are .playing there.
PITCHER YESTERDAY
• Well, I whipped tnat job from
the start. The first cast I tried was
as good as any ever made. and
while I fall now and then, I know
that every other caster also makes
failures every once in so often. I
really believe that I will be able to
make a pretty good stereotyper out
of myself, and at long last I am
learning a new trade.
• • •
411 Then there is the matter of Washington, —Strong bi-partis
an and compelling reasons" why
mailing and wrapping. We do not opposition developed today aga
inst younger men should be brought in-
have kw great number of papers any move in Congress to d
raft men to the service, he doubted that any
which are mailed, but it is a chore in the 1:1-19 year age classes
 for good purpose would be served by
which takes a little time, and not military service. 
Interupting their schooling or tak-
for twenty or thirty years had I Senator Hill of Alab
ama. the ing them out of essential jobs.
done what is called "wrapping Democratic whip, decl
ared he would Senator Taft (R.-Ohled said he
singles." This means wrapping oppose any change of thi
s nature thought there would be little to be
copies of the Leader into wrappers in the Selective Service
 Act—a Rained, as far as the ovet-all war
which carry the address of a sub- change which the 
Army was re- effort was concerned, by placing
scriber. We have quite a lot of these, ported preparing to r
equest. these youngsters in the military
for many copies of the paper now At the same time, 
Senator Mc- ranks."
go to men in the armed services. Nary of Oregon, the
 Republican "These boys could be used in fee-
and many former Fulton citizens leader, predicted
 that any such tories, releasing somewhat older
sUll subscribe for the home town proposal would be certain 
to arouse men for service, keeping the man-
paper. Years ago I was a crack lengthy controver
sy in the Senate, power level intact," he said. "Of
wrapper of these, and it pleased which once voted to 
draft 19 year course, if the Army says it must
me too see how the touch came olds but subseq
uently compromised have them, then it must. But if
back. Factotum's method was to with the House on 
20 years, the they are taken now, there will be
grab a paper loosely in his hands present minimum, 
many of them who will never finish
Hill said that unless the War their education and that will not be
(Matthaei ea rage Two) Department presented some "st
rong la good thing for the future."
Congress Shows Opposttum To
Draft Youths Of Lower Ages
I HOSPITAL NEWS I
POST-WAR CHRISTIAN
WORLD NECESSARY
SAYRE ASSERTS
Tells Convention Underlying Faiths
-Fulton Hospital
0. C. Henry, listmati. was ad- 
Are Broken Down
mitred for treatment yesterday. He
is slightly improvea today. Milwaukee. 
—A new world built
Mrs. A. W. Henry is getting along on fundament
als of Christian
nicely, brotherhood 
taught by Christ Is
Mrs. Fred Harrison, Route 3. the "only kind of 
a world that will
Hickman. is improving. prevent a repetition 
of the present
Mrs. Patton Godfrey of Louisville, universal agony," Fr
ancis B. Sayre,
is doing fine. United 
States high commissioner
Dixie Robinson is getting along to the Philippine 
Islands asserted
nicely. today.
L. A. Pewitt continues to improve. Recounting s
cenes of suffering he
D. R. Meredith is better, had seen at Bataa
n and Corregi-
Ed Wade is doing nicely. dor, Sayre, in an 
address prepared
Mrs. Luten Briggs and baby of for the General 
Assembly of the
Hickman are doing fine. Presbyterian Church. 
asked "is all
Glenn Carver. RFD 6, was ad- that to be in vain?"
mated for treatment of snake bite. "I watched our
 troops when all
Leon Rushton and Neil Rushton the earth around th
em was rocking
underwent tomillectomies this from exploding bombs 
and shells.
morning, bravely standing 
by their guns and
Haws Clink taking it." he said. "Going through
Miss Ila Caldwell is getting along the hospital I have
 seen their wan
nicely, faces lighting up 
with a smile as
Mrs. B. K. Boydis improving. r approached, putting u
p a brave
Mrs. Lola lictirard is getting front still.
along nicely. "I have seen them s
o badly burn-
Nom some Langford remains ed that you could not tell whether
about the same. their skins were white
 or black .
Mrs. Lawrence Shelton is improv- their spirit was magnifi
cient."
Ina. War and sava
gery have engulfed
Mrs. Will Lewis is about the same. the world before, 
Sayre declared.
Arthur Gia.s.s improving. "but never before—at least 
for 15
Lucian Nanney is about the centuries—has there be
en such a
world-wide breakdown of our un-
along derlying faiths, of our standards
of moral values, of directing pur-
along pose in our lives."
would be empow ed to defer men
who are financially, able to sup-
port their dependents without re-
gard to army pay.
same.
Cissy Murphy is getting
nicely.
Mayme Kemp la getting
nicely.
Mary Tyler is improving
Effie House is Improving. subeertpUon. •
GIRL SCOUT NEWS
on air operations alone, said: "Be-
cause the technical transport prob-
lems are more simple. the Ameri-
can air effort will start first, but
when the time comes we are going
to be ready to hit on land just as
hard or harder than we do in the
air."
We opened our meeting with two
verses of "The Star Spangled Ban- EXTRA SPECIAL SERVICE AT
ner," the Girl Scout Promise and THE CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE
the pledge to the flag. The minutes Beginning today, promptly at
were read by Mary Lee Haws and 7:30 p. m. and continuing each
there were no corrections, evening at the same hour through-
The roll was called and dues col- out the protracted services, Rev.
lected. We then discussed the col- Roy Bettcher. of national renown
lection of our Defense Boxes. Our on Bible Prophesy will deliver a 30
trip to Columbus was our next sub- minute discourse on this very im-
ject. Preparations ol a bicycle portant and most discussed subject
hike next Monday at 3'o'clock were in the world today. This is an
made. The meeting was adjourned 'opportunity you can not afford to
and pictures were taken by Joan .miss. The BIBLE only, is his text
McCollum. I book. Regular evangelistic services
Scribe. Helen Shelton icontinue at 8 p. m.
U. S. Resourcefulness Eases
Sting Of Losing Raw Materials
materials usually obtained from
areas now controlled by the Japa-
nese, George B. Brady of the Of-
fice of Imports Board of Econo-
mic Warfare told the National As-
sociation of Purchasing agents to-
day.
"The chemical industry during
the last year has been outstand-
ing with new and substitute ma- her,"
terials," Brady, chief of the Board's It is better than n
atural rubber
Materials Statistics Division, said, for certain uses but i
t will not re-
"Out of the common resin in tur- place natural rubber 
completely,"
pentine we now have a series of he said. "Alternate na
tural rubbers
synthetic resins that do a good job such as guayule and chrysil have
of replacement of the various yarn- good possibilities."
ish gums and resins that the Jape In his opiniOn. Brady s
aid, "'Be-
took from us in the Far East. fore we are through With
 the pre-
"We, are now independent of sent effort, will be using aluminum
Now is a good time to renew your the camphor and 
menthol from and magnesium as substitute* for
Japan. Far eastern Lung oil no other materials. even In Alpe'
New York, —American ingenuity Ilonger causes us any wor
ry
is gradually freeing the country Practically every natural 
perfume
from dependence on certain raw oil that we formerly got 
from the
Far East has now been replaced
with a synthetic.
"South and Central American
countries comprise a veritable
storehouse of trees and plants yield-
ing food oils, paint oils and medi-
cinal products"
Brady said, however, not to "ex-
pect too much from synthetic rub--
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MR. ROOSEVELT'S APPEAL TO
Tilt ,RGENTINES
Presidsnt Roosevelt's message of
felicitation to the Argentine Re-
public on the anniversary of that
nation's independence is a master-
piece of diplomatic finesse. It goes
over the head of the isolationist
and pro-Axis Government under
Acting President Castillo to address
the people, but according to strict-
ly regular procedure. It intrudes
into the heated domestic contro-
versy as to the course the country
shall pursue in the war without
any sign of intrusion.
The telegram was addressed to
President Roberto Ortiz who re-
tired from office some months ago
because of M health and threat-
ened blindness and not to Castillo.
That was perfectly regular since
Ortiz has never relinquished his
title. It expressed the confidence
that Argentina would tread "those
paths which alone can insure the
preservation of those politest and
econothic freedoms upon which our
American civilization is based."
That was entirely logical. The titu-
lar head of the Argentine Govern-
ment has made known his democra-
tic views and his views on closer
FIFTEEN YEARS AGO
May 37, 1187)
Fourteen members . and visitors
of the Rotary club took dinner at
the new Edgewater Beach, it being
the opening day of this popular re-
sort this season.
Payne Whitney, financier. philan-
thropist, sports man and one of the
richest men in the country, died
while playing tennis at his country
estate. Greentrees, today. He was 52
years old.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Karmire have
returned from a trip around the
world.
Mrs. Bob Irvin Taylor, Miss Mar-
garet Crockett. Miss Beatrice
Broom, Tobe Perce and Gus Meach-
am, attended the dance at Edge-
water Beach last night.
Mrs. P. C. Ford, Msr. Palmer
Smith. Miss Dorothy Ford and
Robert DeZonia, attended the dance
at Edgewater beach last night.
Mrs. D. A. Shupe and Misses
Majorie Griffin and Elizabeth
Etheridge are visiting Mrs. C. A.
McDaniel in Martin this week.
Mr. and Mrs. M. K. Chowning,
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Culver and Mr.
and Mrs. Clyde Hill left yesterday
for a motor trip to the lake.
handling of the situation-and it
Is a serious situation since Argen-
tina is the back door for Nazi pene-
tration into the Western Hemis-
phere-is in marked contrast with
Senator Connally's clumsy method
a few months ago. When the lone 
opposition of President Castillo
prevented the meeting of Foreign
Ministers at Rio de Janeiro from
unanimously approving a resolu-
tion calling for the breaking off of
diplomatic relations with the Axis.
the Texas Senator wise-cracked, A TONIC for the home. Patterns
"We are trusting that Castillo will are cheerful-colors are invigorat-
co-operation between the Americas. ch
ange his mind or that the Ar- mu. Papers appreciate and lovely
Thus Mr. Roosevelt urged the Ar-.gent
ine people will change their for 40y type of room and period
gentines to line up with the other President." Bu
t Castillo didn't furniture. They're authentic and
Americans in presenting a solid char
m his mind and since then beautiful, whether you pay the
front against Axis aggression, the has held
 his country aloof from the, least-or the most in the wide price
policy favored by a growing ele- , other Amer
ican nations. Chile range. Our selection of patterns
ment in the South American re- alone excepted.
FU'TON DAILY LEADER...FULTON, KENTUCKY
LISTENING POST
tosatnnted hum page sew
and roll it into what postal clerks
class slangily 'pencils" That al-
ways irritated me, and I know it
also irritated the subscriber, for
such wrapping means that the
paper has a lot of paste and is
usually badly torn In unwrapping.
I can wrap these singles flat, so
that they are easily torn open and
as a rule little paste is found on
the paper itself.
• • •
• Yes. I have found any num-
ber of things which I still can do
-not so well as I once did, but still
with some degree of competence-
but that little matter of lifting is
one which baffles me. Something
has happened to my back and
shoulder muscles: something which
slipped up on me at some time
during the past decade or so, and
I fear that strength is not going
to be refound.
6 
WANT ADS
CLASSIFIED RATES
One Insertion 2 Cents Per Word
(Minimum charge-30c.)
Three Insertions 4Cts. Per Wort
(illashuarn-dee.)
Six Insertions 5 Cis. Per Word
Initials, Telephone Numbers
Counted as Words.
public. There is a chance that President
President delicate Ortiz will resume his duties. A New
York specialist is now working on
his eyes. There is a chance that
the Chamber of Deputies will de-
mand a change in the anomalous
neutrality policy. It will soon be
called into session. In the mean-
time the Axis cells in the republic
,are busy building up their organi-
zation and preparing for a possible
coup. President Roosevelt's message
was a timely warning. -Courier-
Journal.
Roosevelt's
MEET
MR. MITCHELL
The
"Barbecue Man"
At The
C. & E. Sandwich
Shop
WILL BARBECUE FOR YOU
TRY HIS BARBECITE-HE
, Now Is the
subscription
iimumimpi Leader.
New Colors
Different Designs
in WALLPAPER
and colors are complete.
Style-Perfect
Guaranteed Washable and
Fade-Proof
WALLPAPER
Exelsange Furniture Co.
Phone 35 - Church Street
time to rem".' your
to tile Fulton Daily'
... and I'm Saving Time,Tok
for Other Important Work"
Modern Oil Range Fits the Times!
• Yes it's the modern Perfection Oil Range. No
other range fits today's needs so well. In addition
to its well-known economy, its saving of time is
another big advantage in these days-time for
other important work.
We have a few of the latest Perfections that will give
a lifetime of fast, convenient cooking service to
those fortunate enough to get them. No other range
can beat them, either in good looks or in per-
formance. And no other range gives such flexible
service-you can move it anywhere, any time; its
burners can be instantly set for may heat desired,
and there's never any "line trouble" with a Perfec-
tion, because it uses kerosene, the Modern, plentiful,
economical fuel.
•
Do Cie delay. See them today.
Oil Steve stacks may be Frozen .ytime
Fulton Hardware & Furniture Co.
CASH & CARRY
3 SUITS or 3 *DRESSES
$1.00
(Bring Your Hanger)
or Single Garment - - 35e
Try Our Family Wash
Parisian Laundry
All Work Guaranteed
SAVE THAT ROOF If It leaks or
needs Paintkit call 91/7. Luther
Wailers Furniture Store. 411 Main
street Adv.. 108-litt.
mmoleummiim
StP2CIA5. 2113TICE - Consult the
Inatnit" who bows the answer to
your problems.
MRS. WESTON
Lin READER
She Is beilliced every day by men
and not1111011110king advice in mat-
ters such as love affairs, family
trouble, diVOree, business trans-
actions, etc. Calls you by name and
tells the object of your visit.
Located In :louse 'Frailer at
ShankleS D.-X. Service Station at
Fulton, city limits on Mayfield
Highway, No. 65.
Hours 9:30 to 8:30. Readings-
50 cents. 112-6t.
MR SALE-2-room house and 4
Iota-$500. Mao 2-Story building on
Main street, 50s60. Your price if
sold at once. See LUTHER WAL-
TERS at 411 Mau: Street Furniture
Store. 121-6.
FOR RENT: 3-room apartment,
furnace heat. Call 274. Adv.
122-13t.
FOR IlliNT-Two rooms, 118
Morris Street. Couple preferred.
George Newbill. Adv. 122-8t.
1111111iiii=
LOWE'S
CAFE
Fulton's
Popular
Restaurant
Swift, Efficient Servicc
The Best in Foods
Banquet Room he
Connection
OPEN DAY and
NIGHT
LAKE STREET
PHONE 133
• artILOVA, HAMILTON. •
• AND ELGIN WATCHES, •
• WATC16 REPAIRING •
• ANDREWS JEWELRY CO. •
• • • • • • * • •
EDWARDS
FOOD STORE
Home of Quality
Foods
-Free Delivery-
204 Main - Te1;199
FOR REIT: Small apartment and
one furnished room. 300 Park Ave-
nue. Phone 114. Adv. 123-tf.
FOR SALE: 1941 Zenith Radio.
Table model. Good as new. Mrs.
Jewel Williams, Haws Clinic. Adv.
124-31
TO LOAN- $2,000.00 on Real
Estate. Security must be good. Ad-
dress XYZ Leader Office. Adv.
124-3t.
- __-
FOR SALE Antique bed. Over
100 years old Address A. B. C.
Leader Office Adv. 124-3t.
FOR SALE Frigidaire. Call M.
Adv. 125-3t
1
TWO ar.d DAY
At kJ& *
Glee ller A
AN
HOPE CHEST
The Girl Grneende
and the Spring Bride
. . . will never forget her Great Day
 if
you will send her this LANE Cedar
•Chest with the mammal ic tray! The sprit% ,
special is a most offish/tiding vslue
l
-*tiny *eclat
This graceful
modern Chest in
richly matched
American black
1Valnot will bc
her cherished
Cift neways:
Convenient
GRAHAM FURNITURE COMPANY
/OR Maar NYOPPOS
Take' a look - take )our pick-Every buy 1st*
bargain.
DURIPLACQUE CLEANER
i314!
K LEK
2-10e boxes for - - 15e
04:11GON LAUNDRY
SOtP 4 bars for - I 9e
2•47.4 7444.
Pineapple
Slaw
Broadcast May 28
.nsa. I t.14emoons
onssaanke
..djed Pet Mat
12 thin Aces “ad
:d celery enes,••
. inele 2 1.1liespoon• belied
ash tr Ikenee.like woe*
oPpies pepper An...1.m cher...
3 ..N,rwerre saw! % II..pochag
ed.
rod processed 
erniree
kW/frail!" pineapple. Ssve il/iCe
to in tmverapea or &nine,. Put pine•
ap Nple in MI witheahivege, celery and
greet, mime. AM slit, pepper. solid
oi. And yisesar. ihoren.chly, then
stir in elk. chin. S;weact one skit oi
with ineisesrd. Wrap a slue
tit MeV glowed each strip of cheese,
1'3 1V 4111111d1 near 
to cheese. Cur
salad in 1.41,,, dish. Arranwe rolled
men slkea around wise est saisd. put-
sing t,,ided side down to sevure.
Serves 6.
• et.p fisaia duped spy* may be sub-
turureJ 1,* the drained pineapple.
• at lunch barn, lunch melt.
boiled oe Weed bast, bologna, eery&
lsr, other or cold meat. such as
beet, tc.=or pork lass re used.
Par rkia flirefoo Toral Maar
IRRADIATED
ITT MILK, can 1°c
LI NCR MEAT. lb. - - 33e
CRUSHED
PINEAPPLE, can 
-12c
CHEESE, lb.  3514-
V-8 COCKTAIL
Large Size - 35c - Small Size - 18e
TOMATO JUICE
Large Size -25c - Small Size - 10e
GRAPE FRUIT JUICE (tree ripen-
ed) Large Size - - - - 20e
-CHOICE MEATS--
BACON, 2 pounds - - - Ole
BUTTER, pound - - - 45e
COTTAGE CHEESE, pound - - 17e
KID•-ilitul chimer, lb - 20e-Fore Quarter ire
OLEO, 2 pounds - - - -41c
BRISKET ROAST, 2 pounds -- 37c
FRYERS, pound - - - - 29e
KRAFT CHEESE, 2 pounds - - 57e
PORK CHOPS (center cut) lb. -35c
BAILARD BISCUITS
10 Biscuits for - - - - 10e
Miracle Whip
P1111-27e - Quart-45e
Kraft Mayonaise
l'int-33c - Quart-53e
Jiggs Coffee
3-lbs. - 45e
Kraft Cocoa Mix
No sitzar needed
p01111(1 19e
Dinty Moore's
Spaghetti and
Meat Balls
11-1b. can - - - 25e
Krill's French Dressing
111511 - - - 33e
Silvcr Sw'ret Syrup
minuet - - far
Malted Milk, suirtenvel
pound - 29c
COHN On the Coll
can - - - 21k
Furniture Polish
gnarl - - 23e
Green Beans
2 lbs. - - 25e
English Peas
2-lbs. - - - - 19e
Radishes
bunch ---- - - 5c
Green Onions
hunch - - 54.
Carrotts
bunch - - - 8e
.0. BUTTS &SONS
463 East State Line Fallon, Kentucky Phones 602-603
We hiive all kinds of Field Seeds, Fertilizer, Fencing, Soy Beans of all kinds and
Seed Corn.
N. M. (Soak) CULLUM. Society Editor—Office Phone 34—Heme 772
COOKING SCHOOL
AT 8. F. TUESDAY
The nutrition cooking schoolheld Tuesday afternoon at SouthFulton High school was a big suc-cess with about fifty women In at-tendance. Miss Jane Roberts, whois TVA Home Economics director,gave the demonstrations very in-terestingly on the dehydration of ,different foods and the milling of 'whole wheat.
Also attending the meeting wereMiss Violet Crook, Obion County
nurse, and Miss Margaret Brow-der. State Supervisor.
At the close of Miss Roberts'demonstrations, light refreshments
were served. 
-
• • •
MISS EVANS IS
HOSTESS TO CLUB
Miss Sarah Mae Evans delight-fully entertained the members ofthe N. S. C. club last evening ather home on EddIngs street with
a pot luck supper. After the sup-per. the club attended the base-ball game.
Those present were: Misses Sue,Clements, Martha Bell Strayhorn,Betty Jean Bowles, Anna Jean Nor-
ris and Mi39 Evans, all membersand a visitor, Mrs. Guy Davis.
• • 4
nitAMA DEPARTMENT
IN LAST MEETING—
OUTSTANDING SPEAKER
One of the most enjoyable pro-grams of the year was presented
yesterday afternoon at the meet-ing of the Drama Department, thisbeing the last regular meeting ofhe club year. Attending were
nineteen members and ten vLsitors.
Acting hostesses were Mrs. Rus-
sell Rudd. Mrs. James Mullennix,Mrs. Sterling Bennett, Mrs. R. C.
Joyner and Mrs. C. C. /1•Lxfield.
The meeting was called to order
and presided over by the new
chairman, Mrs. Moselle TerrySmith, Mrs. Gene Speight. secre-tary, called the roll and read
minutes of the previous meeting.
Mrs. Clifford Shields, leader drthe program for the afternoon.
then took charge of the meeting
and first presented Mrs. Leslie
Puryear, contralto, in two vocal
selections, "Because" and "Night
and Day." She was accompanied by!Miss Mary Ethel Lanseien. planiat. j CALL 942 or 297 for your serviceMrs. Shields then presented a i flag. American Legitn Auxiliary.most charming guest speaker, Mrs. Adv. 123-3t.\ Samuel Houston McNutt of Pa-1 Miss BetV Jane Forrest is visit-
Vbators attending were Mrs.Puryear, Miss Lansden. 14re. lamedCullunt, Miss Carolyn Beadles, Mrs.J. Frank Neal, all of Fulton, Mrs.L. P. Hite, Mrs. W. D. Warren, Mrs.L. 0. Butcher, and Mrs. McNutt,
all of Paducah, and Mrs. Ira Gar-
niere of Centralia,
• • •
BUNCO CLUB WITH
MRS. JOE MAXWELL
Mrs. Joe Maxwell was hostess toher Tuesday bunco club at herWarne on College street, entertain-ing nine reviler club members andthree vIsitors—Mrs. Bruce White,Mrs. C. D. Brown and Mrs. Max
ofeKnight.
Following the games these prises
were presented: Mrs. A. McGee,bunco, costume jewelry: Mrs. Joe
high scorer, a pillow; Mrs.Marlon Sharpe, consolation. Alapel pin; Mrs. Clyde Omar, secondhigh. salt and pepper shakers; Mrs.Max McKnight, loW, cosmetics; andMrs. Maxwell, traveling bunco, a
novelty.
Mrs. Maxwell served refreshingcold drinks and cookies.
Mrs. Joe Mullins will entertainthe club at its meeting next Tues-day.
Mr. and Mrs Joe Bennett, Sr.,Mrs. J. C. Scruggs and Billy Scruggshave returned to their homes inFulton from a visit with theirdaughter and sister, Mrs. W. H.McGee and family, in Vicksburg,Miss.
Mrs. George Pritchard. who un-derwent an operatioa in Riversidehospital of Paducah Tuesday, isgetting along nicely. Mrs. W. 0.Locke, her mother, will go back to-
morrow for a visit with her.
Mr. and Mrs. J D Holstenbergwere in Paducah yesterday.
Mrs. M. H. Stroud and daughter,Shirley. left this morning for theirhome In Covington, Tenn after avisit with Mrs. Stroud's father, G.t A. Legg.
1' Mrs. D. D. Legg left this morningfdr Covington, Tenn., where she1will visit her brother, L. L. Alex-lender and family.
• •
PERSONALS
Camp Bowie. She will also be the
guest of a friend and will be tube
about two weeks.
BUY BONES nest—then store
your le0ohitus SheLltin. 0. X. Lawn-dry. Adv.
Misr Mary Browder Paschall left
yesterday for Memphis to visitfriends for a few days and to at-
tend the wedding of Miss Betsy
Foster and Lt. Dan West, which
will take place Saturday evening
at the St. Luke's Methodist church_
o. K. LAMY:WY COLD eroR-
ADS VAULT IS FULLY INSLIIIED.
ADV. 125-31.
Joe Browder returned yesterday
from Reelfoot Lake where he hasbeen attending agiusninual fox hunt
with a number of friends,
Mrs. J. Q. Fonts of Trenton, Mrs.
Xenophon Hunt and daughters,
Mary Ann and Maine of Hunting-
ton. Tent., ere the guests of Mr.
and Mts. Joe Bennett, Jr., on Ed-dings street.
Durwerd B. Speights of this citgis very Ui in the Veteran's Hospi-
tal in Memphis, Term. His manyfriends here wish him a speedy
cositilibintits. They are owners ofboons, fife Inkutanee policies. &MIfires meetgages. Al the same time,1prices
 of bum of the bask commo-diddle which farniers have for sale,
are guatenteed agah,st decline be-low IS giercent of parity. and for'Use Moil part are mil yet subject!to price telling&
recovery.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Dandermanhave gone back to their home inChicago after a visit with Mrs.
Daudennan's parents. Mr. and
Mrs. J. W. Fenwiela
Mrs. Louts Haynes of Padua*
arrived yesterday for a few daYa
visit with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
J. 0. Lewis. Third street.
Mrs. Hiram Meeks and daughter,
Mary Linda, of Hope, Ark., whohave been visiting friends here,
will go to Jackson today for a visitbefore returning home.
Mrs. Perry Capell has returned toher home in Birmingham, Ala.,
after visiting her mother, Mrs. C.L. Drysdale. Middle Road.
Mrs. Laura Burlingame of LosAngeles, Calif., is visiting here withher mother, Mrs. Margaret Raman,,
and her sister, Mrs_ C. L. Drysdale,
on the Middle Road.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Snow leftthis morning for their home inLexington after a visit here, theguests of Mrs. Dick Bard, Jeffer-
son street.
Mrs. George Craton left this
morning for Lexington where she
will atter.d graduation exercises ofher son. ,George Boyd Crafton. atthe University of Kentucky.Joe Browder Williams will returnSaturday from Wentworth MilitaryAcademy at Lexington, Mo., to
spend the summer months whithis parents. Pair Heights.
Ur& Freak .gligiggebsetuessed terher home on Maple Avenue hetnight, having spent several dam,in Washington, D. C., with her
each.
Anderson county homemakershave had • series of lessons on the
subject, "For children and adults
alike, milk means good health."
"Why didn't the 'food for vic-tory' campaign start years Igo?"queried an Oldham county home-
maker cooperating in the new pro-By loyal oesperotion with every glum.phase of the gellhathent's programto
 increase geoghegglOn and prevent runawaygsgstle/S should be
able to kith business in aworitah=iser and :alike a
maxi:slum contribution program,the smaller will be the necessary
sacrifices in blood and living
standards, the more quickly will
vittory b *on, snit the sooner will
agriculture and the country as a
whole be able to rttalm to the waysof peace.
Ammo Tur COV?i Y AiIENTS
In keeping with war pro-
gram to produce sweets at home,
many Harlan county farmers aregrowing a half-aer, of sorghum
ducah, In a review of Noel Coward's ing her cousin, Mims Patricia Dale mother. sirs. Hattie
 woo&
"Blithe Spirit." a popular broad-,'Cox in Union City.
Mrs. Ernmitt Thomas has return-
way hit dealing with ghosts. Mrs. • BRING YOUR shoe repaid workMcNutt, who has been • student to WILSON'S Electric Shop, Fourthof dramatic art In New York City, street. Adv. I25-3t.gave her review of this light. airy 1 !Mrs. Ira Garniere of Centralia,ccmedy In an unusually charming !II, left last night for her homeand casual manner and her talent lafter a Visit with Mrs. C. B. Vancewill always be admitted by memm
 at her home on Walnut street.bers of the Drama Department and PROTECT your clothes for thetheir guests who were very fortun-'"duration," Use 0. K.'s cold star-ate in timing heard her. :age. 0. K. Laundry Sanitone Clean-Following her review and a few ,era. Ade I25-3t.brief remarks by Mrs. Shields, the! Mrs. Ina Boner left this morn-hostesses served ice cream and,ing for Texas where she will visitcake. her brother, Barnard Vance at
A COVEN! can't protect die contents of a box if
onc board is short—your insurance does not really
cover your business and property if one policy is in-
adequate or some risk is not inured Hi an.
For sound protection you require Itlattunitilee
that is comprehensive—ask this Wiley to plan
ed to her home in Parkin. ArkahMillafter a visit with relatives and.friends In Fulton,
Mrs. C. C. Maxfield. who under-
went an operation in Chicago re-
cently, is at the home of her moth-
er in Chicago and getting &MOSsplendidly.
SAYS ,FARMERS HAVE
Etri STAKE fit MOVE
TO STOP INFLATION
Farmers have a trerreoldous stakeIn the success of the government'spolicies to control prices and pre-
vent inflation, points out Dr. H. B.Price, head of the department of
markets and rural finance In theUniversity of Kentucky College ofAgriculture and Home Economics.They have much to gain from the
success of measures to check infla-tion. and they are in a position to
exert great influence in bringing
about the summit of those measures.Many will recall the boom in farmprices and incomes in 1917-1919 but
will also remember the disastrouscollapse of farm prices and land
values in the succeeding years.
Farmers are not only producers
and sellers of commodities. but alsopurchasers of large quantities offertilizers, feeds, machinery, andother supplies for production andlarge quantities of goods and Jig?-lees for farm family living. they'
stand to benefit directly /Maksstabiltration of prices of Oa*
Mt Vs FOR YOUR WALL
PAPER AM) PAINT
NEED6—
Nederetely Pritecti.
•
HEIHTFIEUL 1E11
PATIZIG‘S -4
PAINTS &
on, •
BUY NOW *RE
PRICE IN It* ,
VIA* ilia
PAPER tb.
Co/us hug. - Phew 85
CIGARETTES P?taPtix LA pard IBCARTrtN $1
EATMOBE OLEO, 2 Pounds - - 35c
FLouR (AVONDALE 24
 
POUND SACK 89C
GRAPE FRUIT JUICE2'unsweetecned) 33c
Searchlight MATCHES, 6 boles 25c
SPECIAL DEAL I-lb. C. Club Crackers ForGraham BOTH FOR
SALAD DRESSING 'EMBASSY' Plnt
 
19cQt. Jar 29e Jar
—LAST DAY--
NORMA SHEARER
MELVYN DOUGLAS
WE WERE DANCING
Starts TOMORROW
WALLACE BEERY
111,GIF, SOUNDS
TWO JUMPS AHEAD! the girt with BI "VITAMIN BLOOM"
S4
v 
4f
1st. —She gets vitamin B-1, th/Segmin contri- 
r
bating to ready energy: Niacin, another B •ito-
4
 
("4 
j/4/t//min essential to an adequate diet; and Iron, thefood mineral needed to make good red blood—in AlKroger's Clock Bread, enriched with Minos. 
ae-ri
FRENCH BR 11413. lb. - 27e
COUNTRY CLUB, lb. - - 30e
HONEY, 16-os. jar - - -2 k
CATSUP., 1i-.i. bottle - 12e
BUTTER (roil) lb. 
- - 38e
ROAST BEEF, eon - - - 29c
HUNK°, Vbs. 37e
KROGER'S AMERICAN
CREAM CHEESE
Rieb, full flavor! 2 u2
Toasts sod malts ) 3cperfectly.
THICK RIB ROAST, Pound - - — 29c
BRISKET ROAST, pound 
GROUN) BEEF, Pound 
SALT MEAT POUND 1WBrat,„.
FRYERS 6.6t Uffalteady TeitgCE — 55C
RICE KRISP1FS or PEP
2 boxes 
-23c
BRAN FLAKES
2-15-oz. boxes - - - 23e
MARSHMALLOWS, sack 10c
SPAM or TREET. can - 35e
CALUMET Baking Powder
16-oz. can 15-'
I LOOK at *irkLower Price!
ENJOY their
Guaranteed
Goodness...
AS U. S. No. 1 Grade. ideal,
uniform sire. Washed dean
and skillfully hondied.
10*LbSs
FRESH GREEN CORN, 4 ears - 15cYELLOW SQUASH, Lb. 5cFRESH TOMATOES, Lb. - — - 15cNEW YELLOW ONIONS, 3 lbs. -
GREEN BEANS, 2 lbs. 15c
DUE TO mAwrikr cONnertcsis WE BESERVE THE RIGHTS TO LIMIT QUANTIMS
Jackson Rallies In Final Frame
To Take Second Of Series 9-8
Rallying In the last Inning, the
Jackson Generals drove four runs
across the plate to wipe out an 8 to
5 deficit and won the second
game of the series here last night
9 to 8. Carl Gaiser pitched the last
Inning, after Jess Webb had gone
out for a pinch hitter in the first
of the ninth, but the ancient pitch-
er, already under the showers, got
credit for the game. Burgess was
the losing hurler, after having
pitched great ball except in the
first and last innings. In the first
Inning a home run by Ernie Ank-
rom, with two mates aboard, gave
the Tigers a hard way to go, but
they had fought back to take an
8 to 4 lead by the seventh inning.
In the final frame disastrous er-
rors were made, and Jackson coupl-
ed these with timely hits to win I
the game. Burgess gave eleven hits,
while the Tigers touched Webb for
fourteen, but six errors in the local
Infield helped the Generals several.
times. Burgess aided his own cause
by belting a triple and a single, and
Peterson blasted three hits, includ-
ing a double. Faudem had a sparkl-
ing catch against left field fence,
and the Tigers had two flashy
double plays to help Burgess out
of holes. Joe Pollock batted in three
runs with his two hits.
The Tigers had eleven men left
on bases during the encounter, as
Webb showed a bit of his oldtime
stuff in spots. In one frame, with
men on second and third and no
outs the old craftsman set the Tig-
ers down without a run, but in the
seventh the veteran took a severe
Have your lawn mower
sharpened by a man that
knows how. Ground on a
machine thatmakea
them run and tut like
new. 25 yeas experi-
ence. c I
T. M. EXIJM
320 Walnut Street
mauling.
The final game of the series Is
being played tonight, and the Tig-
ers then go to Hopkinsville for a
single game Friday night and a
doubleheader on Memorial Day.
SCORE:
Jackson alt. r.
Maloney, 2b 4 1
Hornsby.' rf ..„.5 1
Belcher. as 5 1
Smith, lb 5 1
Ankrom, 3b 8 1
Riley, cf 1
Perryman, U. 4 1
Walls, c 4 1
Webb, p 3 0
x074ell 1 1
Chaser, p 0 0
— —
Totals  40 9
Fulton
Pollock, cf 
Derrick, as 
Faudem,  
Peterson, rf 
Mullen, 2b. 
Feret, lb 
Pavoris, 9b 
Lis. c 
Burgess, p 
NOTICE
Change In Office Hours
(Effective Now)
8 A. M. to 5 P. M.
7 to 9 P.M.
N. W. HUGHES,
OSTEOPATH
206 Commercial Avenue
Telephone 292-J.
FULTON, ET.
- - CALL 135 -
Fred Roberson
for—
Groceries & Meats
-We Deliver-
101 State Line St.
Cemblaseleme Bags sad Worm ere
are new mobs ..IN. le =We fee,.
weer We Omen VeNe Wowed•wide
newt a erase la awe anires. sisrbr
wee and rite year abase!
Al dim b • elle Or env.
Summary: Errors — Belcher 2,
Perryman, Pavoris 3, Derrick, Lis,
Mullen. Runs batted in — Smith 2,
Ankrom 3, Burgess, Pollock 3, Pet-
erson 2, Derrick, Lis, Belcher 2.
Perryman, Maloney. Two base hits
—Faudem, Peterson. Three base
hits—Burgess, Riley. Home run —
Ankrom 2. Stolen bases -- Derrick,
Lis. Double plays—Pavoris to Feret
to Derrick, Derrick to Feret; Bel-
cher to Maloney to Smith. 'Left
on bases -Jackson 5. Fulton 11.
Bases on balls—Off Webb 3, off
Burgess I. off Geiser I Struck out
—By Webb 8, by Burgess 3, by Gabl-
er 2. Hits—Off Webb in 8 innings
14. off Burgess in 9 innings 10; off
Gaiser in 1 inning none Winning
pitcher--Webb. Losing pitcher —
Burgess Umpires -Ray and Latta.
Time-- 2 09.
Jackson at Fulton.
Bowling Green at Hopkinsville.
Union City at Owensboro.
Bowling Green 
Jackaon 
Hopkinsvtlle  
Owensboro 
Union City 
YESTFJID4Y'S RESULTS
JacknOn 9, Fulton 8.
flopkburrille 5. Bowling Green 2.
Owensboro 72, Union City 4.
Hopkinsville 5-8, B. Green 2-11.
NEW OUTFIELDER
ARRIVES HERE
Kenneth Ball, 18, arrived yester-
day from. Monroe. Mich., and has
joined up with the Fulton Tigers.
Ball, who has been an outfielder
with the Huntington, W. Va , club
in the Mountain States League, will
replace Pbterson in right field, If
he returns to work on his railroad
Job Monday. If Peterson continues
with the Tozers the new outfielder
will play flist base some, and Feret
will relleire Its at the catcher's
tailored, slack sets! Merceriz-
ed poplin, sanfortzed• shrunk,
Sher t sleores, convertible
neck.
*Shrinkage les.s than lq
MEN'S SOCKS, pair 25c
and 3 for  
BOYS' POPLIN SLACK SUITS
82.39
Men's poplin broadcloth sport
shirts inner and outer model,
with trim short sleeves.
Bath Towel  25e
20x40 inches; blazer stripe
Face Towel  15e
15130 inches. Absorbent, soft
Wash Cloths. 2 for 1 je
To complete your striped set.
Shlrtwaist blouse! Graceful
drindl skirt! Of gayly Printed
spun rayon. Wear them to-
gether or as wardrobe sepa-
rates. Blue, beige, green. 32-38
The Pranklla Plan Merit Lam aye.
tem ...at. VD to
$11100 to husband and wife or single
pereoes with Inmate that will quaify
ON JUST
YOUR PLAIN NOTE
TO APPLY—Toe mar me say of
the three 111117. To. 141,1 under no
obligation If you do eat take • Mae.
1. Tou say telvoboes tw—.ad tell
a. of your money Melia.
▪ Toe may eat Ws ad out—write
your 11•111,11 and &agrees on it—
and then mall it to us.
5. Or eall at canoe conevalleolly
leoatea. Private COMPIttaalell
IreNn.
FRANKLIN
SECURITY CO.
Iswertersial
growl —
Seat all Med Earellenv~e 114.1
Itersehrlier Ill Is Cerner
PADUCAH. KENTUCKY
taus ere erwesor wrested in sr "NMI
• 
My ones er Perneeen
As easy to keep spotlessly clean as
porcelain, tool DULUX SUPER
WHITE is an enamel that stays
brilliantly white, resisdwg yellow-
ing, abuse, dust and dirt. Goes on
fast, spreads far. Dritte bard —
quickly — to a lustrous, mar-resist-
ant finish. We have Super-Ivory,
too. Ask your painter to use it.
• ! 110100TR, GLOM, LASTDIO SMUTS FOR
• WOODWORK AND WALLS
IIDNINaliaamumusumainanassannuasu
FlULTON WALLPAPER COMPANY
Cohn Building Phone 85
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Be American .. , wear cotton! Cotton for your home.
COMM for year wardrobe! Hand picked American
cotton. woven to withstand hard wear and frequent
laundering. Save for yourself and America—In this
Mile of Cottons.
ittit4 "Catalina"
BEDSPREADS
'ed by colorful Catalina. Sunfast
lubfast, like all Bates spreads. Rich,
its:. colors on cream background. A
-sua Country" pattern for young rooms.-
l'ull WM size.
7‘) Inch Top! $1.39 Values!
SilEER PRISCILIAS
Curtain beauty for every room in 1
your home. Princlllas fill a defi-
nite need in modern decoration.
Figured or dotted, grenadine in
cream. 2% yards long. PA
IR
Girls' Chambray
SLACK SUITS
$1.98
Sanforized (shrinkage less than 1%)
denim nautical model. Inner and out-
er sailor blouse, hi-waisted slacks.
Middle blue or aqua. 7 to 14 year old
sizes. Every little girl would love one.
Printed organdy and sheer lawn com-
binations for 4 to 8 year old girls.
Blouse and skirt Ideas, too All with
2 inch hems.
, Girls' Dresses .. 00.29I I
Baby soft, sheer batistes to dress up
your little girl. Colorfast- and wash-
able. Lace and organdy trims. 7 to
14 years old sizes.
Persian Braid Accents Marrisette!
COTTON CURTAIN SETS
Row after row of multi-colored Per-
sian braid ddds a colorful note to
these pretty curtains. 27 inches wide
Top is 49 In. deep; sash 34 In. For
kitchen, pantry or porch windows.
